
PRIVACY NOTICE 

RESPONSIBLE: 

Mantto de México S.A. de C.V., with headquarters located in Los Colorines San Pedro Garza García, 

Nuevo León, CP 66275, will use the personal data that you provide through this page, by email or by any 

other means, solely for the purpose of providing the services offered therein. You authorize the treatment 

of your information in the terms established in this privacy notice, which may be modified later. 

 

PERSONAL DATA: 

The personal data that will be collected are: 

• Name.  

• Address, including delivery address. 

• Email. 

• All data related to the issuance of an invoice, in case of contracting any service, consulting or 

course. 

• Data related to any payment made by you. 

• Data provided or filed by you in any form that appears on the Internet page. 

• Technological data, which Internet pages may normally collect in the ordinary course of their 

operation, these include IP address, as well as the use of programs and elements called cookies 

or other tracking technologies. This data normally is anonymous information that does not 

personally identify you but is helpful for improving your experience on the Internet page.  

 

PURPOSE: 

The only purpose to collect data is to comply with any contract of sales of goods; as well as any service 

expressly or tacitly agreed. 

The data provided will not be used for the purpose of sending you unsolicited emails. Nor will your data 

be transmitted to third parties, except those necessary to provide the described services. 

 

TERM:  

In relation to the services and licenses provided, in the event of contracting, the data will be kept for a 

period of 10 years from the date of contracting or paying for the service or license. The foregoing in 

compliance with tax and commercial statutory provisions.  

 

COOKIES: 

No data packages called cookies are used for the purpose of obtaining information about other visited 

sites or activities carried out on your computer. They will only be used while browsing the site for the 

purpose of making browsing easier and giving you a better experience. Once you have left the site, these 



information packages are disabled. You have the option to deactivate any type of cookie or information 

package on the website. 

 

SENSITIVE DATA: 

Sensitive data will not be collected or used. 

 

TRANSFER: 

Your personal data will not be transferred or shared for marketing purposes, research, contests, or raffles, 

nor to send you any type of unsolicited email. 

However, the data necessary for the technical operation of this page will be transferred to third parties. 

Thus, by accessing the page, you agree that your data will be managed by the Internet service provider 

that hosts the webpage and makes its technical operation possible. Also, each technical process of the 

Internet page may imply that your information is processed by some other Internet service providers, 

such as the legal entity that provides the online seminar platform service. 

Likewise, each technical process on the Internet page, as well as the import, transport and delivery of the 

purchased goods may imply that your information is processed by some other third service provider, such 

as the company that will transport the goods, related personnel with questions related to customs 

clearance and importation of merchandise, or the legal entity that provides the telecommunication or 

Internet service. 

Consider that your personal data may leave your country of origin for the purpose of providing the service 

or browsing the page itself. 

 

DATA FROM THIRD PARTIES 

Mantto de México S.A. de C.V., does not collect personal data from third parties for marketing, analysis 

or any other purpose. For more information in this regard, you can contact data manager at email: 

igonzalez@mantto.com.mx. 

 

YOUR SELF DETERMINATION RIGHTS: 

In accordance with Mexican legislation, you have the right to access and know the personal data that 

Mantto de México S.A. de C.V has obtained from you, as well as the treatment and use of the same. 

Similarly, you have the right to rectify, correct, cancel it; or, eliminate it entirely when you decide. 

Likewise, you have the right to oppose the processing of your data and request for its deletion. However, 

you must consider that the service offered cannot be provided if you decide to oppose the processing of 

your information. 

To assert the rights referred to in the preceding paragraph, contact data manager at email 

igonzalez@mantto.com.mx, who will follow up on your request within a period of no more than 10 

business days. 
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DATA PROTECTION 

Your personal data is protected by the technical, administrative and physical security measures that are 

normally used in the industry to prevent it from being illegally removed, collected or used by third parties 

using software or malicious methods for this purpose. Notwithstanding such care or good diligence, no 

guarantee is offered, either express or implied, if your information is illegally accessed, collected, altered, 

removed, or disclosed by a third party (Security Incident). 

 

DATA BREACH NOTIFICATION  

If any executive or employee of Mantto de México S.A. de C.V becomes aware of a breach of security 

leading to an unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to your personal 

data while processed by it or on behalf of it (each a “Security Incident”), Mantto de México S.A. de C.V 

will promptly and without delay notify you of the Security Incident;  investigate the Security Incident 

and provide you with detailed information about the Security Incident; and, take reasonable steps to 

mitigate the effects and to minimize any damage resulting from the Security Incident. If you are citizen 

or resident of the European Union, Mantto de México S.A. de C.V shall comply with General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements and take immediate steps to notify the supervisory authority 

without undue delay and within 72 hours of discovering the breach, if this is possible. However, this 

reporting of a Security Incident under this paragraph is not an acknowledgement by Mantto de México 

S.A. de C.V of any fault or liability with respect to the Security Incident. Please remember that according 

the preceding paragraph there is no guarantee in case of a Security Incident.  

Monterrey, Nuevo León. August 10, 2020. 

 


